
Best Strategies for Building Strong
Foundation In PreK Grade - Ultimate Guide for
Parents
Preparing your child for a successful academic journey starts in their early years,
and building a strong foundation in PreK grade is crucial for their future
educational growth. As a parent, you play a significant role in creating an
environment that fosters learning and provides them with the necessary skills and
knowledge to succeed. This ultimate guide will provide you with valuable
strategies to help your child thrive in PreK grade and beyond!

Holistic Development

PreK grade is a period of rapid growth and development for children. It is
essential to focus on their holistic development by nurturing their physical,
emotional, cognitive, and social skills. Encourage physical activities, provide
emotional support, stimulate their cognitive abilities, and promote healthy social
interactions.

Reading and Language Skills

Reading and language skills are critical for building a solid foundation in PreK
grade. Engage your child in daily reading sessions, introduce them to a variety of
books, and encourage them to express themselves verbally. Incorporate
storytelling, alphabet games, and rhymes to enhance their language skills and
foster a lifelong love for reading.
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Mathematical Concepts

Introducing mathematical concepts to your child during PreK grade can
significantly enhance their problem-solving abilities. Engage them in activities that
involve counting, sorting, recognizing shapes, and simple addition and
subtraction. Use daily life situations to make math relatable and enjoyable for
your child.

Creativity and Fine Motor Skills

Encourage creativity and develop fine motor skills by providing opportunities for
art, craft, and play. Finger painting, coloring, drawing, and building with blocks or
Lego help enhance their hand-eye coordination, dexterity, and imagination.
Creative expression also aids in their emotional development and self-esteem.

Cultivating Curiosity

Children are naturally curious, and fostering this curiosity is essential for their
intellectual growth. Allow them to ask questions, encourage exploration, and
provide opportunities for hands-on learning experiences. Trips to museums,
nature walks, and science experiments can ignite their curiosity and fuel their love
for learning.
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Social and Emotional Skills

Developing social and emotional skills is crucial for PreK-grade children as they
navigate their way through different social interactions. Teach them how to share,
take turns, resolve conflicts peacefully, and empathize with others. Encourage
positive behavior, reinforce good manners, and create a nurturing and inclusive
environment at home.

Technology and Digital Literacy

In today's digital age, it is important to introduce technology and digital literacy
skills to children, even in PreK grade. Teach them basic computer skills, such as
using a mouse and keyboard, and guide them towards age-appropriate
educational apps and websites. However, ensure that their screen time is limited
and closely monitored to strike a balance.

Collaboration with Teachers

Collaboration with your child's teachers is crucial in building a strong foundation
in PreK grade. Regularly communicate with them, attend parent-teacher
meetings, and actively participate in school activities. Share insights about your
child's development, seek guidance, and work together to address any concerns
or areas for improvement.

Evaluation and Celebrating Progress

Regularly evaluate your child's progress by observing their growth in different
areas. Celebrate their achievements, big or small, to boost their confidence and
motivation. Whether it's a new word they learned or a successful interaction with
their peers, acknowledging their efforts will foster a positive attitude towards
learning.



Building a strong foundation in PreK grade lays the groundwork for your child's
future academic success. By focusing on their holistic development, nurturing
their language and mathematical skills, promoting creativity, and cultivating their
curiosity, you are empowering them to excel in their educational journey. Stay
involved, collaborate with teachers, and celebrate their progress along the way.
With your support and guidance, your child will be well-prepared to face the
challenges and opportunities that lie ahead!
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Educators of young children who don’t yet know the work of Marian Small are in
for a gift—a treasure trove to enhance their teaching and thinking about math.
This book focuses on the most important concepts and skills needed to provide
early learners (preK–2) with a strong foundation in mathematics, in ways that are
fun for both children and educators! For each mathematical concept, professional
developer Marian Small provides sample activities and lessons, as well as
guidance for using children’s books, games, manipulatives, and electronic
devices. This resource also demonstrates how to differentiate instruction using
tasks and questions designed to include all students. Like other Marian Small
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bestsellers, the text features her special brand of lucid explanation of difficult
concepts, fresh and engaging teaching examples, troubleshooting tips, and
formative assessments. Fun and Fundamental Math for Young Children is
separated into special grade level sections for pre-K, kindergarten, first grade,
and second grade. It can be used with any early childhood curriculum or as a
stand-alone program in preschools.

Marian Small is available for in-person and online professional development.

“Within the first few pages it quickly became apparent that, whether you are a
new or veteran teacher, your knowledge and appreciation of and for primary
mathematics will grow page by page.”
—From the Foreword by Graham Fletcher, math specialist, Atlanta, Georgia

“Marian Small describes the development of major aspects of children’s
mathematical thinking and connects them to many interesting and useful
classroom activities.”
—Herbert Ginsburg, professor emeritus, Teachers College, Columbia University

“I love this book! The ideas are invaluable and the attention to detail is amazing.”
—Nicki Newton, math consultant
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